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Southern Ocean primary productivity plays a key role in global ocean biogeochemistry and climate. At the Southern Ocean sea ice edge in coastal McMurdo Sound, we observed simultaneous cobalamin and iron limitation of surface water phytoplankton communities in late Austral summer. Cobalamin is produced only by bacteria and archaea, suggesting phytoplankton–bacterial interactions must play a role in this limitation. To characterize these interactions and investigate the molecular basis of multiple nutrient limitation, we examined transitions in global gene expression over short time scales, induced by shifts in micronutrient availability. Diatoms, the dominant primary producers, exhibited transcriptional patterns indicative of co-occurring iron and cobalamin deprivation. The major contributor to cobalamin biosynthesis gene expression was a gammaproteobacterial population, Oceanospirillaceae ASP10-02a. This group also contributed significantly to metagenomic cobalamin biosynthesis gene abundance throughout Southern Ocean surface waters. Oceanospirillaceae ASP10-02a displayed elevated expression of organic matter acquisition and cell surface attachment-related genes, consistent with a mutualistic relationship in which they are dependent on phytoplankton growth for fuel cobalamin production. Separate bacterial groups, including Methylophaga, appeared to rely on phytoplankton for carbon and energy sources, but displayed gene expression patterns consistent with iron and cobalamin deprivation. This suggests they also compete with phytoplankton and are important cobalamin consumers. Expression patterns of siderophore-related genes offer evidence for bacterial influences on iron availability as well. The nature and degree of this episodic colimitation appear to be mediated by a series of phytoplankton–bacterial interactions in both positive and negative feedback loops.
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Primary productivity and community composition in the Southern Ocean play key roles in global change (1, 2). The coastal Southern Ocean, particularly its shelf and marginal ice zones, is highly productive, with mean rates approaching 300–450 mg C m⁻² d⁻¹ (3). As such, identifying factors controlling phytoplankton growth in these regions is essential for understanding the ocean’s role in past, present, and future biogeochemical cycles. Although irradiance, temperature, and iron availability are often considered to be the primary drivers of Southern Ocean productivity (1, 4), cobalamin (vitamin B₁₂) availability has also been shown to play a role (5, 6). Cobalamin is produced only by select bacteria and archaea and is required by most eukaryotic phytoplankton, as well as many bacteria that do not produce the vitamin (7). Cobalamin is used for a range of functions, including methionine biosynthesis and one-carbon metabolism. Importantly, phytoplankton that are able to grow without cobalamin preferentially use it when available; growth without the vitamin occurs at a metabolic cost via use of an alternative methionine synthase enzyme (MetE), rather than the more efficient, cobalamin-requiring version (MetH) (8). The presence of metE in phytoplankton genomes does not follow phylogenetic or obvious biogeographical lines; for instance, there are examples of both coastal and open ocean diatoms that require B₁₂ absolutely, and some that use it facultatively (7).

Given the short residence time of the vitamin in productive, sunlit surface waters (on the order of hours to days; SI Appendix), it is likely that locally produced cobalamin is a predominant source of the vitamin to phytoplankton. Thaumarchaeota and cyanobacteria are hypothesized to be major contributors to oceanic cobalamin biosynthesis (9, 10). In the coastal Antarctic
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Significance

The coastal Southern Ocean is a critical climate system component and home to high rates of photosynthesis. Here we show that cobalamin (vitamin B₁₂) and iron availability can simultaneously limit phytoplankton growth in late Austral summer coastal Antarctic sea ice edge communities. Unlike other growth-limiting nutrients, the sole cobalamin source is production by bacteria and archaea. By identifying microbial gene expression changes in response to altered micronutrient availability, we describe the molecular underpinnings of limitation by both cobalamin and iron and offer evidence that this limitation is driven by multiple delicately balanced phytoplankton–bacterial interactions. These results support a growing body of research suggesting that relationships between bacteria and phytoplankton are key to understanding controls on marine primary productivity.
Southern Ocean, cyanobacteria are scarce (11), and *Thaumarchaeota* appear to be important, in terms of abundance and contribution to cobalamin biosynthesis proteins, only in winter and springtime (12, 13). Although seasonal trends in Southern Ocean cobalamin concentrations have yet to be investigated, these biogeographic data suggest that Austral summer Southern Ocean cobalamin production may be low relative to other seasons and locations. Indeed, cobalamin limitation has been observed in mid to late summer in the Ross Sea, but was absent in springtime (14). This leads to the hypothesis that reduced cobalamin supply in summer, along with enhanced demand by blooming diatoms, results in possible cobalamin limitation or cobalamin and iron colimitation of primary production. Despite hints that the microbial source of cobalamin during this summertime period may be gamma-proteobacterial (15), it has remained uncharacterized to date, rendering inquiry into interactions between microbial sources and sinks of the vitamin difficult. Although instances of mutualistic cobalamin-based interactions between bacteria and algal laboratory cultures have been identified (16), little is known about microbial dynamics surrounding cobalamin production and exchange in the field.

Within McMurdo Sound, which connects the Ross Sea of the Southern Ocean with the McMurdo ice shelf, primary production rates can reach upward of 2 g C m$^{-2}$ d$^{-1}$, with most annual production occurring between December and January (17). Because this area is highly influenced by coastal processes, it has generally been assumed that productivity in the region is not iron-limited (4). However, we show here that at the sea ice edge, McMurdo Sound primary production was both iron- and cobalamin-limited in mid-January 2013, as well as 2015 (Fig. 1; *SI Appendix*, Fig. S1). By examining co-occurring changes in bacterial and phytoplankton transcriptional profiles in response to micronutrient manipulation during this colimited period, we identify specific bacterial and phytoplankton processes that contribute to cobalamin limitation and its relationship to iron dynamics in this key marine region.

**Results and Discussion**

In a late summer McMurdo Sound community (Fig. 1; *SI Appendix*, Fig. S1 and Table S1), cobalamin and iron addition each independently enhanced chlorophyll $a$ (Chl $a$) production, indicating that phytoplankton growth was simultaneously limited by availability of these two micronutrients. The difference in chlorophyll concentrations in the control treatment between 24 and 96 h also suggests that light limitation may have been a factor (*SI Appendix*). Similar results were obtained in a subsequent year during the same period, whereas earlier in that year, the phytoplankton community appeared to be both iron- and cobalamin-replete. These data suggest this colimitation is a consistent, episodically important phenomenon (*SI Appendix*, Fig. S1). We examined the short-term transcriptional response of the January 16, 2013, community to cobalamin and iron addition to further characterize the nature and implications of this colimitation. RNA sequencing was performed on triplicate samples 24 h after micronutrient addition. Sequencing and assembly statistics are given in Dataset S1. This timescale is short relative to phytoplankton community growth rates (0.23 ± 0.09 d$^{-1}$; Chl $a$-specific growth rate). Thus, observed differences in transcript abundance are expected to directly reflect responses to changes in micronutrient availability, rather than shifts in community composition. This is supported by phylogenetic contributions to the mRNA pool, as well as 16S and 18S ribosomal RNA amplicon analyses (Fig. 1; *SI Appendix*, Figs. S2 and S3). Diatoms, particularly *Fragilariopsis* and *Pseudo-nitzschia*, dominated the majority of the phytoplankton community (Fig. 1 B and C; *SI Appendix*, Table S1). Bacterial contributions to the mRNA pool were dominated by Proteobacteria and Bacteroidetes, with minimal archaeal or cyanobacterial contributions (Fig. 1D), consistent with our 16S rRNA amplicon analyses (*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3), as well as previous austral summer Southern Ocean observations (12, 13).

Across all major groups in the community, cobalamin addition drove a more extensive transcriptional shift than iron addition (*SI Appendix*, Fig. S4), suggesting diverse microbes are poised to maintain and respond to cobalamin deprivation. Most major primary producers in this system, displayed transcriptional patterns consistent with the simultaneous cobalamin and iron limitation observed via Chl $a$. Previously identified diatom cobalamin-stress indicators cobalamin acquisition protein 1 (CBA1) and MetE (8, 19) were repressed by cobalamin addition across a range of diatom taxa, regardless of iron status (Fig. 2; *SI Appendix*, Figs. S5 and S6). CBA1 is involved in cobalamin acquisition (19), and its transcripts were present at $9 \times 10^7$ copies L$^{-1}$ in control and $+Fe$ treatments, and were repressed to $2 \times 0.4 \times 10^7$ copies L$^{-1}$ 24 h after cobalamin addition. MetE replaces the cobalamin requirement in diatoms (8) and its transcripts were repressed from $3 \times 1 \times 10^8$ to $6 \times 0.4 \times 10^7$ copies L$^{-1}$. Their relatively high expression in unamended control samples thus reflected cobalamin stress in the natural community. A subset of diatom sequences encoding the canonical iron starvation indicator flavodoxin (22) were significantly repressed by iron addition, as were select transcripts encoding another diatom iron starvation-induced protein, ISIP2A (23) (Fig. 2; *SI Appendix*, Figs. S5 and S6). Multiple diatoms with the ISIP2A and flavodoxin encoding ORFs were not repressed 24 h after iron addition. These ORFs may have been repressed by iron addition on a different timescale, or it may be that some Antarctic diatoms constitutively express these genes, as observed previously for flavodoxin (24). Nitrate uptake rates were elevated after iron addition, in line with observed up-regulation of diatom...
Given that cobalamin is produced only by bacteria and archaea, a full understanding of cobalamin colimitation in phytoplankton requires interrogation of these communities as well. Through combining these transcriptome data with a genome sequence obtained from the assembly of metagenomic data recovered from another Southern Ocean surface water community, we identify the *Oceanospirillaceae* ASP10-02a population as the dominant source of transcriptional capacity for cobalamin biosynthesis, contributing more than 70% of cobalamin biosynthesis-associated reads in this experiment (Fig. 3; Dataset S2). We also suggest this group is a key contributor to cobalamin biosynthesis throughout Austral summer surface waters of the Southern Ocean, as it contributes the majority of *cbiA/cobB* (cobyrinic acid a,c-diamide synthase) metagenomic sequences from a range of Southern Ocean locations in that season, when *Thaumarchaeae* and SAR332 contributions are low (SI Appendix, Fig. S8). *Oceanospirillaceae* ASP10-02a also contributes a majority of CobU (adenosylcobinamide kinase)-encoding sequences in Southern Ocean metagenomes (SI Appendix, Fig. S8). In addition, *Oceanospirillaceae* ASP10-02a CbiA-derived peptides were previously detected in the Ross Sea [identified as Group RSB12 (15); SI Appendix, Fig. S9]. The assembled *Oceanospirillaceae* ASP10-02a genome also recruited nearly 20% of all bacterial-assigned reads from this experiment, suggesting it is an important contributor to this bacterial community (Fig. 3; Dataset S3). High expression levels of a diverse suite of organic compound acquisition genes, possible cell surface attachment-related genes (26), and phototrophotrophy genes were detected and attributed to *Oceanospirillaceae* ASP10-02a (SI Appendix, Fig. S10). This key cobalamin producer may thus have been directly associated with phytoplankton cells and acquiring a wide range of phytoplankton-derived organic compounds as growth substrates, suggesting a mutualistic relationship.

Fig. 2. Differential transcript abundance patterns in diatoms 24 h after micronutrient addition, comparing cobalamin addition versus control (A) and iron addition versus control (B) (20). Each pie represents a cluster of diatom ORFs identified using MCL (21). LPI-based phylogenies of clusters, including the top six most abundant diatom genera, are shown. Consensus annotations for clusters of interest are given. Cons. hyp., conserved hypothetical protein; flavodoxin, clade II flavodoxin; Helicase TF, helicase-like transcription factor; ISIP1, C. A. 3, iron starvation-induced proteins 1, 2A, and 3; LHC, light-harvesting complex-associated proteins; FBA, fructose bisphosphate aldolase; MetE, cobalamin-independent methionine synthase; MTRR, methionine synthase reductase; SHMT, serine hydroxymethyltransferase; UAF, RNA polymerase I upstream activation factor.

Table 1. *F. cylindrus* was simultaneously cobalamin- and iron-stressed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORF</th>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>Blast hit % ID</th>
<th>FDR Fe</th>
<th>FDR B12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>262323_522_1007+</td>
<td>CBA1</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>231834_1_471+</td>
<td>MetE</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128213_185_1513-</td>
<td>ISIP2A</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ORFs shown encode proteins with 95–99% identity (ID) to *F. cylindrus* sequences. FDR (false discovery rate) for differential expression in pairwise comparisons versus the control were calculated via edgeR.
Methylophaga displayed signatures of iron group strongly expressed genes for methanol and dimethylsulfide consumption in the surface ocean (30, 31). Characterized members of this group do not produce cobalamin (32–34), but contribute significantly to both methanol and dimethylsulfide consumption in the surface ocean (30, 31). Methylophaga displayed signatures of iron and cobalamin deprivation, with repressed cobalamin uptake functions upon cobalamin addition, and repressed iron complex uptake and elevated iron storage transcripts after iron addition (Fig. 4). In addition to signs of micronutrient deprivation, the Methylophaga group strongly expressed genes for methanol and other one-carbon compound use. These include quinoprotein methanol dehydrogenase, the enzyme required for conversion of methanol to formaldehyde, which is the initial step in assimilatory and dissimilatory methanol use (Fig. 4). Importantly, as methanol is a ubiquitous, abundant phytoplankton waste product (35), this gammaproteobacterial group also couples methanol production via phytoplankton growth to competition for cobalamin and iron.

Strong iron binding ligand production by bacteria has long been thought to play a role in enhancing iron bioavailability in the ocean (e.g., ref. 36). Here, we document repression of genes encoding siderophore uptake proteins upon iron addition, supporting the notion that siderophores are a source of iron to bacteria under iron limited conditions (Dataset S5). In addition, we document significant induction of possible bacterial siderophore biosynthesis genes upon iron addition (nonribosomal peptide biosynthesis; Dataset S5). Although counter to the canonical negative Fur regulation of siderophore production, this induction is consistent with results from iron fertilization studies.

Fig. 3. Oceanospirillaceae ASP10-02a contributes the majority of cobalamin biosynthesis transcripts, and Methylophaga is an important contributor to cobalamin uptake gene expression. All ORFs attributed to cobalamin biosynthesis gene cbiAcobB, cobalamin salvage, and repair gene cobU and cobalamin uptake gene BtuB are shown with mean expression values in each of four treatments (A and B). Those significantly (edgeR FDR < 0.05) differentially expressed upon BtuB addition are denoted with an asterisk. Best blast hit and percentage identity for each ORF is given. A subset of cobalamin salvage (cobU) and uptake (btuB) genes are repressed upon cobalamin addition, whereas de novo synthesis does not appear to be regulated by BtuB availability on this timescale. Overall Methylophaga and Oceanospirillaceae ASP10-02a contributions to these transcriptomes and to cbIA, cobU, and btuB expression are shown in C. Fraction of Methylophaga- assigned (LPI > 0.8) reads and the fraction of reads mapping to the Oceanospirillaceae ASP10-2a genome (<99% identity) are shown as a percentage of total assigned bacterial-assigned (LPI > 0.8) reads. Percentage of cbIA, cobU, and btuB reads that we assigned to Methylophaga and Oceanospirillaceae ASP10-02a are also shown.

Fig. 4. Abundant ORFs assigned to Methylophaga and their possible connections to cobalamin and Fe responsive ORFs. Functions shown are those assigned to the 10 most abundant Methylophaga-assigned ORFs, other genes in the ribulose monophosphate pathway (RuMP), and select ORFs that were significantly differentially expressed between Fe or cobalamin treatments versus control. Genes encoding putative methanol dehydrogenase (1), formaldehyde-activating enzyme (2), and key enzymes in the RuMP pathway (3, 4) are among the most abundant Methylophaga transcripts. Multiple ORFs containing di-iron monoxygenase domains (5), as well as possible hydrophobic compound transporter domains (6), are also highly expressed. These could be involved in acquisition and metabolism of additional substrates. Functions with significantly differentially expressed ORFs are highlighted in black (FDR < 0.05 vs. +Fe) and purple (FDR < 0.05 vs. +Fe) outlines and denoted with an asterisk. Among those ORFs repressed upon BtuB addition are those encoding putative BtuB acquisition functions (11, 12). Those significantly repressed by iron addition include FeCA domain ORFs (9), likely involved in iron complex uptake. ORFs induced by iron include iron storage bacterioferritin domains (10). BtuB quotas were possibly related to formaldehyde metabolism, as methionine synthase (MetH) (11) is required for regeneration of methylation capacity. Iron was possibly involved in formaldehyde dissimilation via a variety of ferridoxin-type oxidoreductases. Black arrows represent direct, known metabolic connections. Black dashed arrows represent known connections via multiple steps. Gray arrows represent hypothesized connections.
A series of feedback loops, driven by phytoplankton and bacterial dynamics, appears to control interactivity of cobalamin and iron. These feedback loops are described here as responses to pulsed iron input. Molecular support for feedback loops is shown (A) in the heat map of relative expression levels (log10) of diatom CBA1, MetE, clade 2 flavodoxin, and ISP2A transcripts. Bacterial gene expression patterns supporting these feedback loops include (B) Methylophaga sp. methanol consumption (methanol dehydrogenase and key ribulose monophosphate pathway enzymes) and iron and cobalamin deprivation (iron acquisition [FecA], iron storage [bacterioferritin], and cobalamin uptake [BtuB]-related genes). Highly expressed Oceanospirillaceae ASP10-02a (D) organic matter transport and binding functions and possible adhesion functions (HecA family), as well as cobalamin biosynthesis, also support this model. Siderophore-related genes that were influenced (significant; FDR < 0.05) by iron are shown, highlighting induction of possible Bacteriodetes-associated nonribosomal peptide synthase genes by iron addition and repression of various proteobacterial Fe-complex uptake-related genes (details provided in Dataset S5).

which have shown that iron additions may stimulate production of strong iron binding ligands in the ocean (36, 37).

A series of feedback loops driven by phytoplankton-bacterial interactions thus appear to govern coupling of cobalamin and iron dynamics in this late Austral summer system (Fig. 5). When iron is added to the system, for instance, as a result of pulsed aeolian input or melting sea ice, this will stimulate iron-limited phytoplankton growth. Availability of such iron may be enhanced as a result of bacterial ligand production, which is stimulated both by iron addition via a regulated response and, in a positive feedback loop, enhanced availability of phytoplankton-derived organic matter. Elevated phytoplankton-derived organic matter availability to bacteria is expected upon alleviation of iron limitation (38, 39). In another positive feedback loop, cobalamin production increases, also as a result of this enhanced organic matter availability, providing a mechanism for further increasing phytoplankton growth. This may be counterbalanced by negative feedback loops in which phytoplankton and bacterial demand for cobalamin increase while bacterial salvage and repair of degraded cobalamin is reduced in response to increases in cobalamin supply (Figs. 3 and 5).

In this experiment, cobalamin and iron addition alone each stimulated production, but together did not enhance Chl a beyond the level of iron addition alone [described as subadditive-independent colimitation (40)]. This suggests that, by 96 h, in situ cobalamin production may have been enhanced by iron addition, and a manipulative cobalamin addition was not required to generate cobalamin-replete conditions (Fig. 1). SI Appendix, Fig. S1). This interpretation suggests the positive feedback loop (Fig. 5) may have dominated. Alternatively, it is possible that another nutrient may have become limiting (e.g., manganese), preventing an additive effect. In contrast, previous summertime observations in the Ross Sea (5) documented a condition in which simultaneous cobalamin and iron addition stimulated substantial additional growth beyond iron addition alone [serial limitation (40)]. In this instance, it appears that the negative feedback loops offset the positive, and upon iron addition, cobalamin demand was stimulated beyond production. Each of these types of colimitation (subadditive independent and serial) have been observed repeatedly in marine, terrestrial, and freshwater systems for major nutrients (40). The results described here offer potential mechanisms that underpin microbial interactions and possibly drive this system into one type of colimitation over another. In addition, the potential light limitation observed here (Fig. 1) could also interact with the described colimitation, for instance, by altering abiotic cobalamin degradation rates or influencing iron quotas, and warrants further investigation in future efforts.

Future work is also required to understand relative rates of the processes identified here, as well as controls on when and where the positive or negative feedback loops described prevail. However, mechanisms by which bacterial community composition could substantially influence the net balance are apparent. It is also likely, given the highly seasonal nature of Southern Ocean microbial communities (12), that other important interactions may be at play during different times of year. It is clear, however, that late summer phytoplankton growth in this productive region is synergistically influenced by the availability of cobalamin and iron, which appears to be largely regulated by the interactions described here. We propose the term “interactive colimitation” to describe such scenarios, in which multiple limiting nutrient cycles are affected by one another through interactions among different microbial functional groups. This example of interactive colimitation was identified because of our relatively extensive understanding of the molecular mechanisms governing acquisition and management of these micronutrients. As studies of mutualism and competition between microbial groups advance, we anticipate that additional instances of such interactive colimitation may be identified as important drivers of marine biogeochemical processes.
Materials and Methods

On January 16, 2013, seawater was collected from 3 m depth at the sea ice edge in McMurdo Sound of the Ross Sea (77° 36.999′ S 165° 28.464′ E), using trace metal clean technique. Triplicate bottles (2.7 L) of each treatment (unamended control, + 1 nM added FeCl₃, + 200 μM added cyanocobalamin, and + 200 μM cyanocobalamin and 1 nM Fe) were placed in an indoor incubator at 0 °C, ~45 μmol photons m⁻² s⁻¹ of constant light. After 24 h, RNA samples were collected (450 mL) and nitrate uptake and primary productivity rates were measured. Samples were taken for Chl a at 0, 24, and 96 h. RNA was extracted using the TRizol reagent (Life Technologies). Ribosomal RNA was removed with Ribo-Zero Magnetic Kit (Illumina). RNA fragmentation was purified and subjected to amplification and CDNA synthesis, using the Ovation RNA-Seq System V2 (NuGEN). One microgram of the resulting high-quality CDNA pool was fragmented to a mean length of 200 bp, and TrueSeq (Illumina) libraries were prepared and subjected to paired-end sequencing via Illumina HiSeq.

Reads were trimmed and filtered, contigs were assembled in CLC Assembly Cell (CLCbio), and ORFs were predicted (41). ORFs were annotated de novo for function via KEGGO, KOG, Pfam, and Tigrfam assignments. Taxonomic classification was assigned to each ORF using a reference dataset, as described in the SI Appendix, and the Lineage Probability Index (LPI, as calculated in ref. 18) was used to assign normalized fold change and determine which ORFs were significantly differentially expressed in pairwise comparisons between treatments, considering triplicates, within each phylogenetic grouping (42). For Fig. 2, diatom ORFs [identified as diatom via LPI analysis; LPI > 0.8 (18)] were clustered using MCL (Markov cluster algorithm) (21), and these clusters were used to produce MANTA plots (20).


